410	ON  THE  DISCHARGE  OF   GASES  UNDEE  HIGH  PRESSUEES	[408
At the surface of the jet, but not within it, the condition is imposed that the pressure must he that of the surrounding atmosphere.
The problem of a jet in which the motion is completely steady in the hydrodynarnical sense and approximately uniform was taken up by Prandtl*, both for the case of symmetry round the axis (of z) and in two dimensions. In the former, which is the more practical, the velocity component w is supposed to be nearly constant, say W, while u and v are small. We may employ the usual Eulerian equations. Of these the third, dw dtu dw dw 1 dp
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when we introduce the supposition of steady motion and neglect the terms of the second order.    In like manner the other equations become
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Further, the usual equation of continuity, viz.
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If we introduce a velocity-potential <£, we have with use of (2)
here reduces to
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where a, — \/ (dp/dp), is the velocity of sound in the jet.    In the case we are now considering, where there is  symmetry round  the  axis, this becomes
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and a similar equation holds for w, since w = d<p/dz.
If the periodic part of w is proportional to cos fiz, we have for this part
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and we may take as the solution
w— W+Hcos/3z . J0 {i\/(W'2 — a?), fir I a],  	(9)
since the Bessel's function of the second kind, infinite when r = 0, cannot here appear.    The condition to be satisfied at the boundary (r = R) is that * Phys. Zeitschrift, 5 Jahrgang, p. 599 (1904).

